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                    Choose the PC plan that's right for you

                    Get your PC speed back. We'll keep your PC clean, safe while safeguarding your
                        privacy 24/7.
                    

                

            



            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

                            

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                        3 Months Subscription Plan
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                                                        Unlimited PC license
                                                            for all your household computers
                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        



                                        

                                        	Detects and Removes viruses in real-time
	Repair Windows Damage
	Fix PC Errors
	Updates System Drivers
	Speed up, tune-up, and revive your PC
	Enjoy a faster performance PC
	24/7 Unlimited Free Product Support



                                        

                                      

                                        
                                            $13

                                            .45

                                             /mo
                                        
                                        



                                        $64.18    
                                            $40.35





                                        Billed every 3 months


                                        
                                            
                                                Save 37%

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                



                                
                                    
                                        Get  Deal  
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                                            57% 

                                                OFF

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                        6 Months Subscription Plan
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                                                Unlimited PC license
                                                    for all your household computers
                                                

                                            


                                                

                                            


                                        

                                        

                                        	Detects and Removes viruses in real-time
	Repair Windows Damage
	Fix PC Errors
	Updates System Drivers
	Speed up, tune-up, and revive your PC
	Enjoy a faster performance PC
	24/7 Unlimited Free Product Support



                                        

                                       


                                        
                                            $8

                                            .45

                                             /mo
                                        
                                        


                                        $116.70    
                                            $50.70


                                        Billed every 6 months


                                        
                                            
                                                Save 57%
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                                        OFF

                                    



                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                        1 Year Subscription Plan
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                                                Unlimited PC license
                                                    for all your household computers
                                                

                                            

                                            

                                            



                                        

                                        

                                        	Detects and Removes viruses in real-time
	Repair Windows Damage
	Fix PC Errors
	Updates System Drivers
	Speed up, tune-up, and revive your PC
	Enjoy a faster performance PC
	24/7 Unlimited Free Product Support



                                        

                                      

                                       
                                           $5

                                           .45

                                             /mo
                                        
                                       



                                        $233.40    
                                            $65.40


                                        Billed every year


                                        
                                            
                                                Save 72%
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                    So Many Happy Users, Let's See What Some Have To Say!

                    Our #1 goal is customer satisfaction, we know
                        the importance of creating and keeping happy customers.
                    


                    Rated
                        4.6
                        /5 based or 6,861 reviews. showing our favorite reviews.
                    

                    


                    
                        Excellent

                        
                            [image: ]
                        Based on Trustpilot 
 authentic reviews
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                                        Very easy to use and powerful tool to clean unwanted
                                            garbage from PC.
                                        

                                        Yunus
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                                        it is definitely a very professional pc cleaner with
                                            many details of problems that slow down your pc.
                                        

                                        Yih loong gan
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                                        Superb Software To Increase PC Performance

                                        No.1 Tips Provider
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                                        The interface is very easy to use, its very versatile
                                            and my PC runs faster than ever now!
                                        

                                        Mzie Moyo
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                                        Works very well, cleaned a lot of junk off my
                                            computer.
                                        

                                        Jim
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                                        Cleaned tons of hidden items of my computer and
                                            restored functionality lost years ago. Runs like new again.
                                        

                                        Kenneth Fisher
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                                        It deals with a lot of issues to the PC which is very
                                            comprehensive and thorough.
                                        

                                        Shahruddin
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                                        Fast thorough and efficient. Great App. 

                                        Rick Asche
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                                        Best software for tuneup PC

                                        Jurnal Patroli News
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                    4 easy steps to make the most of your PC
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                    Download and install
                        Advanced System Repair Pro

                    
                        Follow a clear guide you'll get after you download the app.
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                    Activate your license

                    
                        Paste the activation code you'll get after the app purchase to unleash Advanced System Repair Pro's full power.
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                    Run your first scan

                    
                        Open the app and Start Scan to begin your device's very first in-depth check-up.
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                    Fix the found issues

                    
                        Click Fix Items Safely to enjoy your safe and clean PC.
                    

                


            

        

    




    
        
            
                Get the All-In-One Ultimate PC Care! PC Tune Up Made Easy!

                

                Advanced System Repair Includes everything you need to keep your PC running like brand new
                    again
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                    1-Click Maintenance

                    All the tools to made simple and easy! It's like having a professional technician at the
                        click of a mouse.
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                    Junk Cleaner

                    Keeping your computer free from unnecessary clutter also helps make your computer last
                        longer. Like any other machine, if you keep it clean and take care of it, it will serve you
                        better longer!
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                    Put Draining Apps to Sleep

                    Disable background apps that are draining your system. 
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                    Disk Defrag

                    With a simple 1-click, Advanced System Repair speeds up your PC by assembling fragmented
                        files on your machine and organizing them more efficiently.
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                    Malware Removal

                    Finds and removes all types of harmful malware including trojans, worms, bots, adware,
                        spyware, PUPs and more!
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                    Privacy Cleaner

                    The all-in-one privacy suite to Clean Your Tracks & Protect Your Privacy! Make your
                        computer safe, secure and more efficient!
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                    System Tweak/Optimizer

                    ASR will analyze your complete system and settings to adjust your PC to function at its
                        maximum performance.
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                    Registry Cleaner

                    Over time, as you install and uninstall applications, the registry can become cluttered with
                        old entries and broken settings which can result in program crashes,
                        annoying messages and slow the computer down.

                

            

        

    





    
        
            

            
                
                    
                         With live 24/7 assistance you get:
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                            Windows performance and speed issues resolved
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                            Glitches fixed in apps, like Outlook, MS Office, or Skype
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                            Printer is properly connected to the PC and doing its job
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                            Web browsers working fast and glitch-free
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                            Game issues resolved for smoother playing
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                            Drivers updated to the most stable versions
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                            Most other operating systems or software bugs fixed

                        

                    



                



            

        

    






    
        
            
                
                    Our test is proof we know what we are doing!
                    

                    At Advanced System Repair, we believe computers are meant to speed things
                        up,
                        not slow things down, so you can work smarter and faster. See our test results below.

                

                
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                70%

                                quicker startup*
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                65GB

                                of files cleaned*
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                22,000

                                privacy traces cleaned*
                            

                        


                        
                            
                                40 s
                            

                        

                        

                        
                            
                                0 MB
                            

                        

                        

                    

                    * The results from our lab are
                        indicative only. Your results may vary.
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                        Our Lab
                    

                

                - Certification and Test Results

                
					View results

                - Comparitive and Performance Test Results

                
					View results
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                    	How It Works
	 Malware
	 Tips


                

            

            
                
                    The company

                    	Contact us
	Careers
	 Affiliates
	 Partners
	 Support 
	 Buy 


                

            

        

        

        
            
                
                    	Privacy Policy
                            
	 Terms of Use 
	 EULA 
	 Manage Subscriptions 
	 Cookie Policy 
	 Refund Policy 
	 Uninstall 
	
						 About Us 


                

            

        

    








    
    




    
    




    
          SPECIAL One-Time Offer
    

    
        SAVE 72% OFF TODAY

        Instant discount

        

        
            ACTIVATE 72% DISCOUNT NOW

        

	

  
  
    ×
  





























Chat with us, powered by LiveChat


